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What causes Multiplayer problems? EDIT: I've found the title too broad so I'll add the specific issue I'm having: I was able to
enter the multiplayer option but it never connected for me. I've disabled Uplay and opened the ports too and nothing. A: I'm
able to connect to Uplay but when I try to connect to the 'Multiplayer' tab it fails to do so. I suspect this is a problem with the
game's DRM. On Steam, there is a button "Unlock game" on the right side of the Steam screen. This will allow you to disable
the DRM that is stopping the game from connecting to multiplayer. See this question/answer for the steps to follow: Disable
the Uplay DRM for Far Cry 3. I've had success with this with most games with Uplay, but it may not work with this game. If
you are not locked out of multiplayer with this method, then it is likely that the game is not working correctly on multiplayer.

You may have to uninstall the game and reinstall it. I've been trying to play multiplayer since i got my game but it says that my
game is not eligible for multiplayer but i know that it is. Do you have your game connected to Uplay? If you have the game
connected to Uplay, you should see a listing for the game's page on the Uplay website. To connect to Uplay from there, you

will need to enter your Uplay username and password. If your game isn't connected to Uplay, you will need to connect to
Uplay separately. Please see above for steps. Q: Css Image resized in Chrome, not in Firefox I am trying to display a jpg image

within a div box. It displays fine in Firefox, however it will not display the correct size in Chrome. It is displayed in a big
rectangle and I am not sure why. Here is my code HTML CSS .chat-me { margin: 0 auto; text-align: center; width: 25%;

height: 400px; background-color: white; text-align: center; overflow: hidden;
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